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C h a p t e r III 

Political History from 10th Century A. D. to 

11th Century A. D. 

The glory and brilliance of the Bala empire which 

reached· its Zenith during the rule of bevapala whose 

suzerainty was acknowledged over a considerable part of 

Northern India from Karnarupa to the territories of the 

Huna- Kambojas, perhaps even to the southern most • 

extremity of India, did not last long. The rule of his 

successors Vigrahapala, Naraya~apala, Rajyapala, Gopala II 

and Vigrahapala II comprising the period from C 847 A.D. -

C 977 A.D. was marked by the steady decline and disinte-

gra tion of the PB:la e!!lp ire c..nd the ad vanta5e was taken 

ever by the Fila ch1eftains who unfurled the flag. of 

independence in different parts of Ben6al in view of the 

decadance of the f8la empire, the pace of which was infact 

hastened during the reign of .Narayanapala. The R.astrakul:'a 
' 

Kings Amogha varsha and Krishna III also succeeded. in . . 
defeating the power of Gau~a, Vai'Jga, .hi'Jga and Hagadnal.. 

The decline of the Gurjara - Pratihara empire also 

provided opportunity to the powers like the Kalachuris and 

the Chandellas to rise to power which upset the po~itic~l 



stability of Northern India. The .Falas had to bear the 

brunt of the attack and almost reeled beneath the sta-

2 ggering blows of these and other powers • The Chandella 

King Yaiovarman appears to have made successful attack 

against the Gau9as3 and his son Dha~ga claims to have 

imprisoned the queens of na~ha and Anga
4. Though the 

claims are sorfletimes exaggerated, there reL1ains little 

doubt in our mind about the weakness and helplessness 

of the .P5.la authority resulting in the emergence of 

several minor independent dynasties in different parts 

of Bengal. 

The Kambojas 

~ 
The Kamboja usurpation was the first blow to the 

.Pal a empire which led them to give up their held upon .. 
their paternal territory of varendri and i-c gave the 

Kambojas t.t1e opportunity to assume the title of Gaudapati, . 
the position which wa~ held by the .Pala emperors for sev-

eral generations as indications of their paramount authority. 

Now question naturally comes to our wind. Firstly, 

who were the Kambojas? Secondly, Hew did chey come intc 

prominence ? In the inscriptions of 1\,(_scka 
.n , a Kamboja 



country is mentioned along with 'Yona 1 which lay on the 

North-Western frontier of .India. The Kambojas were men-

ticned with the Yavanas and they spoke a lc~nguage partly 

Indo - Aryan and partly Iranian5. Their country had great 

reputation for horses to which the.re are allusions in the 

Mahabharata and in the Buddhist literature. This reputa-

tion must have reached even far off Eastern India as is 
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evident from the references to the Kamboja horses ·Of Deva-

pala in his Hongy r and Nalanda grants. The con text of the 

passage where it occurs as well as its association with 

horses would seem to indicate that the composer of the ... 

inscription was referring to the Kambojas who are coupled 

with the Gandharas and placed somewhere near Afgapisthan6 . 

N. G. Maj urndar has .ijOinted 11 If hors_es could be brought 
I 

to Bengal from the North-Western frontier of India during 

the Fala~period, it is not unreasonable to suppose that 

for trade and other purposes, some advanturers co~ld also 

have found their \rJay into their province 117. According to 

Foucher, Nepalese tradition applied the name Kamboja-deia 

. 8 
~ . to Tibet • It has been supposed by R. p, Chanda that the 

Kamboja Gau~apati probably came from Tibet, Bhutan or some 

other Himalayan country at the head of a Mongolian horde 

who are now represented by Koch and the Faliyas of Northern 



- , h- q 
Bengal, also kqown as Raj abaLJs o$. • 

In the Tibetan work 1 .Pag-sam-jon-Zang 1 there are 

references to both the Kambojas and eastern one is 

identified as hailing Lusai Hill tract between Burma 

10 d and Bengal • But the work is of later time an there 

is nothing to show of the existence of the dynasty in 

the North-Eastern frontier in the 10th Century A.D. It 

is likely that there was a Gandhara and possibly also 

a Kc.mboja as well on the North-Eastern fr,~ntier of India 

near the regions known as Yunnan and Szecnwan". 

It is known that these conquerers of North Bengal 

might have come from that direction. 'The history of the 

Brahmaputra Valley~ tells us more than one ?1ongoloid 

invasions on its North-Eastern frontier and the extension 

of the power of some of these ccnquerers to the West 

-=,..;_·:; beyond the Karatoya was not impossible. The Nidhanpur 

copper plate supplies us with the information of the 

conque·st of part of North Bengal by the Kamarupa King 

, .. ~~ ·Bhas kara varman 12 • 

.. 

It is evident from some sources that the 'I'ibetan 

Kings like Khrisrong-Idebtsan (C 755 A.D. - C 797 A.D) 



invaded India and Hutigbtsanpo (C 804 A.D. - C 815 A.D) 

defeated Dharmapala and Ral-pa-chan possioly advanced 

- - 13 as far as Gangasagara • 

One Kamboja cla~ had shown a spirit of rest-

lessness against the neighbour during the reign of De-

38 

vapala who defeated and crushed their power for sometime. 

But the lessen was forgotten during the decadance of the 

Fala authority and the Kambojas entering North Bengal 

found themselves strong enough to proclaim the mastery 

of Gauda 14 • 
• 

Mahipala in his copper plate grant claims to have 

recovered the territory occupied by some intruders from 

'i 
his forefathers. This paternal terri tory ( ::ajyam pi tram) 

has been identified by some scholars on the strength of 

the evidence of Sandhyakara Nandi who describes varendri 

as Janaka- Bhu in his Ramacharita15. But North Bengal 

was under the control of the Balas not of the Kambojas 

at that time • ..Again, the ancestral homeland of the Balas 

was Vail gala not North Bengal. It is known that the 

Kambojas during the rule of Hahipala I (C 977 A.D. -

C 1027 A.D) were ruling over a small principality of 



of South - Western Bengal and it is not known whether 

Mahipala supplanted them from that region as there are 

some evidences to show of their rule in the South- hieS-

tern Bengal after- him. Two images erected during the 

3rd or 4th regnal year of Mahlpala have been found in 

Baghaura and Narayanapur villages in the district of . 
Camilla lying within the territory of the Chandras. 

S.o it may be inferred that Hahipala probably succeeded 

in forcing the Chandras to acknowledge his suzerainty. 

The contemporary Chandra King La~aha Chandra might 

have gone on pilgrimage to Prayaga and Varanasl crossing 

the territory of Mahlp~la I as subservien~ally 16 . 

The Dinajpur plate of records the construct ion of 

a iiva temple by afKing of Gau~a of the Kamboja family. 

There .are differences of opinion among scholars about 

the meaning of the compound Kunjaraghatavarshena inscribed 

in it 
17. Rajendralal Mitra refers it to a Chronogram in 

~ 13 the sense of ~aka 383 (966 .A. D) 11 • Bhandarkar considers 

it as an adjunct to the subject 'Gaudapati' meaning ''he . 
who pours with an array of elephants 111 9. This compound 

may also be taken to imply that the Gauda;~:a t i is very 

fortunate and rich, being sprinkled with the water from 

the - 20 pots held by Lakshmi 1 s elephants. 



There is no unanimity of opinion among scholars 

about the date of the inscription. According to R.P. 

Chanda, the editor of the Dinajpur pillar inscription, 

this plate is to be placed from palaeographic conside~ 

rations between the Badal pillar inscript-ion and the 

Deopara pra£asti of Vijayasena and more accurately 

21 between rlangad plate or in the 10th Century A.D . 
• 

There are some evidences in support of the view 

that the Kambojas flourished in the North Bengal or 

varendrl in the early part of the 10th Century ~.D. 

The .Pafchimbhag copper plate of irichsndrr:.. informs us 

of the attack of the city by Trailokyachandra in ab6ut 

f 
C 920 A.D, by the Gau~apati Kunjaraghatavarsha. So it 

r•.J 

may be assumed that Kunjaraghatavarsha might have flo-. 
urished in North Bengal sometime about C 915 A.D. -

The discovery of a copper plate at Irda23 enables 

us to form a correct estimate of the nature and effect 

of the Kamboja usurpation. 1'he Irda plate issued by 

i'Jayapala belonesing to the family of Rajyar~ala is of 

90 
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great historical importance. Rajyapala has been described 

as SaL~ata while his son and successor Narayanapala has . 
been described as a devotee of Vasudeva. 'They all assu-

med the full imperial titles like Parameivare.,Paramabha-

ttaraka and Naharajadhiraja. ·rhe Irda plate records the . . 
grant of land in the Dandabhuktimandala within the . . . . 
vardhaulanabhukti 24 • Dandabhukti has been rightly identi-

fied by .h.D.Janerjee with Hidnapore and 3alasore .. dis tri-

cts 25. The Kamboja King of L~uda of the Dinajpur plate . 
and the princes of the Irda plate represent one and the 

same family. From this source, it is evident that the 

Kambojas seized not only North Bengal, but also the 

South-Western portion of the province inc:·.ud ing the Var-

dh~manabhukti. The» had their Capital at Priyangu which 
' 

is still unidentified. 26 

The Kambojas succeeded in Bengal due to several 

factors. It may be due to the possible superiority in 

the use of horse in battle. Gn the other hand, the 

Chandra and FB.la Kings were Buddhists while the Karnbojas 

were generally held to be the devotee of Hindu Gods Vishnu 

and iiva. Probably the Buddhist creed, prcfessed by the 

palas and the Chandras, was declining in C:e.uda where the 



. .,..._ . : ~(' 
.. .;::>;;.':!'::-r::;. 
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Kambojas might have been welcomed in consideration of 

-h l l' 0 27 their attachment to Bra manica re lglon . . 

It has been explained that the Kambcja usurpation 

of the 10th Century J....D. was a revolt of<-- feudal ch.ief 

of high official and R. C.Haj umdar holds 11 it is not necG-

ssary to presume an invasion of the Kamboja tribe as is 

gene rally done 11 • That the enrolment of the foreigners 

in the service of the Balas is proved by the existencG of 

officials like Halava-Khat'a-Huna-Kulika-Karnata in the 

service of the .P8las •. The Kambojas might have been 

employed in the military service and raised their heads 

at an opportune movement as Divya did in later time. It 

may b.e mentioned in thi.s connection that the Abyssynian 
{/ 
I 

chiefs in the 15th Century usurped the throne of Bengal. 

On the ~hole as R.C.Majumdar points out 11 we must admit 

tq~t the rule of a Kamboja chief in Bengal may indicate, 

equally well, either an invasion of Bengal by the 

Kamboja tribe or the successful revolt oi local chief 

or official in Bengal belonging to that tribe"· 2·3 

Regarding the decline c f the Kamboj as we have very 

little evidence with us. It is probable that Rajyapala, 
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the son and successor of Narayan&pala, succeeded in . 
recovering Varendri or North Bengal from the clutches 

of the Kambojas. It is also evident froru the inscrip-

tion of Rajyapala dis covered somewhere in the .R.ajasahi 

district that Rajyapala pulled out the KaJJbojas from 

North Bengal. On the other hand, the Kc.mboja Kings 

succeeded by Kwnjaraghatavar-sha, did not claim to be 

Gaudeivara though the comtemporary Kamarupa King .Ratn-
• 

apala described Rajyapala as the lord cf Gaud a. The . 
Kam~upa King claims to have defeated the Gaudapati . 
hajyapala near the river Ga~ga. 29 hgain the Bhaturiya 

inscription of Rajyapala represents him as a vanquisher 

of many enemies 11 includinc the Chinas anc1 in Indian tra-

d it ion China often me.ans 'I'ibe t and Hahachina China 11 .30 

The China enemies of Rajyap8la were none but the Karnbcja 

enemies of Devapala3oa. 

It has been a tendency ~mcng scholars to identify 

the Rajyapala both cf the Pala dynasty and of the Irda 

plate of the Kambojas en several grounds. Firstly, both 

bear the same name and both had their queen named 3hagyadevl 

and the Kamboja rulers Itejya.pala, Narayanapala and Nayapala . 
appear tc have assumed the names of their Fila name-sakes. 
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But the identification en this bas is seem~. to be 

baseless. This kind of borrowed names would appear 

to suggest intermarriages between the two families. 

The case of Kamboja Rajyapala and his queen Bhagya-

devi both having the names of the pala King Rajyap'ala 

reminds us of the Kamarur~a King Samudravarman and his 

queen Dattadevi having borrowed the names of the Gupta 

emperor :;).amudragupta and his queen Da ttade vi. Samudra 

varman was named after his father•s overlord or his 

maternal grandfather . .A similar relc:,tionship might have 

existed between Kamboja Rajyapala and P~la Rajyapala. 

Thus the Kamboja Kings of Priya~ga might have been sub-

ordinate - of the Balas inspite of their imperial titles.3 1 

Secondly, both are mentioned as Paramasauga ta and both 
If 
' 

assumed the same imperial titles. But the argument 

against--this is that the assumption cf similar titles cannot 

iQ any way prove the identification. The Chandra rulers cf 

South-Eastern Bengal also took s il.iJilar titles. Thirdly, 

a mother's tribal name is sometimes applied to the name 

of her children and 'Kambcja- Vam/a- tilaka' has been 

taken to mean that the mother of the .P8.la Rajyapala be len-

ged to a Kamboja family. But we de not have any reference 

to any matrimonial connection with the Kamoojas3 2 and hence 
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+>o-~ 
D. c. Sircar•s theor·y thut fi.ajyapala was connected with ,, 
the Kambcjas through his mother's side cannot be accepted 

without any positive evidence. un the other hand, Rajyapala 

of this record has the epithet 'Kamboja-Va~ia-tilaka 

(as ornament of the Kambcja clan). In the Ramacharita cf 

aandhyakara .Nandl, the .Palas are styled to have descended 

from the 1Sam~drakula 1 and in the Kamauli grant they are 

represented as belongine:, to solar race. But nowhere the 

Kamboja origin has been attributed to the Fa las. The son & 

successor of Rajyapala of the Fala dynasty was Gopala II 

whose name appears in the Bangad, lmgachi and J:Ianahali . 
plates. The Kings Narayanapala and Nayapala are the sons . 
and successors of the Kamboja Rajyapaia. In case the Balas 

"-are proved to be ioentical with the Kambojas, there would 

then be no necessary fer assuming that in the 10th Century 

A.D. a part of the Pala territory was lost to the Kambcjas. 

But it has not been unanimously accepted by scholars.33 

The Chandra dynasty of South-Eastern Bengal 

During the period of Pala decline seyeral semi-

independent powers came into prominence in Bengal. The 

most important among them were the Chandras and the varmans. 



The history of the Chandras was not fully known to us 

owing to the dearth of source materials. The three 

copper plates recently excavated from Hainamati( two 

of Iadahachandra and one of Govindachandra), the Dacca 
• 

copper plate of Kalya~achandra and the p.a/chimbhag copper 

/ -
plate of Srichandra have brought to light the continuous 

rule of this dynasty spreading over a period of about a 

Century and a quarter. We are now able to ascertain the 

correct genea~logy and correct order of succession of the 

Chandra rulers. Incidentally after the discovery of image 

inscription of Govindachandra34 and Mainamatl plates of 

Ladaha-chandra35, it has been now possible to connect them 
• 

with the Chandra dynasty. 

f 
I 

With the help of the newly discovered copper plates 

H D ·36 f i h d A •• an1 urn s e the genea~logical list of the Chandra 

dynasty as follows : 

Purnachandra . 
S uvirnachandra . 
Traflokyachandra 

~ _I 
Sri Chandra 

Ka{yanachand ra 
0 

/_ 
Iadahachandra 

• 

Govindachandra .. 
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we are also able to assign the maximum reigning period 

/ - 3 of Kings right from Srichandra as follows : 7 

"Sri Chandra : 46 Years (cf Hadanpur plate) 

Ka}yanachandra : 24 Years (cf Dacca ~late) , 

Ladahachandra : 18 Years (cf Bharella image inscripticn.) . ', 

Govindachandra: 23 Years (cf Faikpara image inscrifticn.) 

We are, thus, able to establish a continuous rule 

of tbe dynasty of about one hundred and fifty yearsJif 

we assign the reign period of 25 years to Trailokya-

Chandra who is seemed to be the first sovereign of the 

dynasty. The Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra Chela 

informs us that on~ Gcvindachandra, undoubtedly the 
I 

Govindachandra of the Chandra dynasty, had been ruling 

in C 1d21 - 24 A.D. The Tirumalai inscription38 also 

informs us that Mahipala I of the pala dynasty, defeated 

by RBjendrachola of the Chola dynasty, was a contemporary 

of Govindachandra. l'he evidence of i'abdap:radlpa, a medical 

treatise, VJould be of much help cf us in this respect. 'I' he 

author's father Bhadr/svara and Bhadrlsvnra•s father 

Devagana were serving during the reigns cf King Ramc,pala and 

Govindachandra respectively. 39 Hence there was probably a 



a gap of one generation between Govindach2ndra and the 

pala ruler Ramapala. If the calculaticn is accepted, 

then 1 t appears that the years 1021 - 24 rnay be pla-

ced at the beginning of the reign cf Govindachandra & 

thus the reign period of Govindachandra may be assigned 

between 1020 - 30 A.D. and counting backward it appears 

that King ladahachandra ruled in the period from 1000 -. 
1020 A.D, Kalyi9chandra from 975 - 1000 A.D, irlchandra 

from 930 - 975 A.D. and Trailckyachandra who raised his 

position from a feudatory to independent King, may be 

placed between 900- 930 A.D. 40 On the ~ther hand, the 

Dacca plate of Kalyatwclle.ndra informs that irlchandra . 
helped Gcpala II, the Fala King in regaining power. It 

~ . 

has been stated in' lines 16 - 17 of the Dacca plate:-

.. ,, 
Pri thvlpala - bhya - Pramarjana· - Vidhavardrh Ka thorakamc.. . --~·--------

GOvardhanonmathane mahotsava - Guru - Gopala Samropane~ 1 

Gop~la II might have ruled from 952 - 969 ~~D. and 

~ -
~richandra mi~ht have ruled almost contem;oraneously. 

The dating of the Chandra rulers with the help cf sources 

mentioned above is also s~ppcrted by the Balaeography. 

Thus the reigning period may be placed to the 10th and 

the 11th Centuries A.D. The ccmparative study of the 



Falaeography of Ramapala grant of drichandra with those 

of the Bhagalpur plate of - - - 42 - d Narayanapala , Banga 
• 

grant 

Hahlpala I of the end of the 10th and the early 11th 

Cemtury, the Velava grant of Bhojavar~an of the 11th 

and early 12th Century .A.D. had ft.ed R..D • .dtme rjee to 

conclude that the Belava grant of Bhojavarman was sligh

tly earlier than the Ramapala grant of irlchandra which 

is earlier than the Bangad grant of Hahi.pala and the . 
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Ramapala grant of irichandra is either contemporary or 

slightly later than the Bhagalpur grant of Harayanapala 43 . . 
Thus we may reasonably conclude that Chandra dynasty 

flourished in the South-Eastern Bengal in the beginning 

of 10th Century E.D. and it lasted upto the middle of the 

11th Century A.D. r 

It has been supposed that the Chandras of South-Eastern 

Bengal were probably connected with the Chandras of irakan. 

According to Burmese Chronicles, the Shans invaded Arakan 

in the 1Oth Century .A. D. and North nre.ken was conquered 

by the Burmese King Aniruddha. It has beer: inferred that the 

Chandra King were ousted by the Burmese King and a branch of 

them settled at Pattikera (Tippera dist) and founded a new .. 
Kingdom there. It has been held by Syed Hurtaza Ali that 
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u the Arakanese Chandras" reduced Harikela first by 

ous,ting the descendants of Kantideva. Later they tr-

ansferred their Capital to Pattikera reducing the area • . . 
Finally they occupied Dacca district and had their seat 

of Government at Vikramapura which was the Capital during 

the time of their greatest glory 11 •
44 The extension cf over 

Chittagong regicn45 in the 9th Century A.D. leads us to 

support the eastern region of the family of s'richandra. 

The extension of Chandra power from I:iarikela to Chandra-

dvipa and to va~ga also strengthen the view cf their 

eastern origin46 • the records reveal the E~Xistence cf a 

line of Kings of Vikramapura in Eastern Bengal in the 

period from 950 - 1050 A.D. It is not unlikely that the 
if 
I 

Chandra Kings of .Arakan were related to the Chandras of 

47 
South-~stern Bengal. • Bhattasali has pointed out the 

outlandish character of the name Ladaha Chandra and in-
,:_!~ 

clines to the conclusion that he may have belonged to the 

Xrakanese branch. 1'he discovery of coins very much similar 

to those of Arakan lind terracota plaqes wtth representation 

of :Arakanese and Burmese men and women at Nainama ti 

strongly support the connection between .Arakan and Ttppere.. 

The Mainamati copper plate of Ranava~kamalla of 1219 - 20 A.D . 
also referes to the Burmese connection with that region48. 



There is a similarity of eight coins found at Sylhet 

- - - 49 II Th. . 
with those of the Chandra rulers of Arakan · lS 

attribution will explain the distribution of this 

coinage throughout 'South-east Bengal. This may also 

throw some light on the vexed problem of the origin 

of the Chandra rulers. At least the coins connect 

the Chandra rulef"s of the two dynasties5°. 
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ao it is apparent that the Chandras of South-Eastern 

Bengal were probably connected with the Chandra of Xrakan. 

The only definite evidence is the similarity of coins. But 

there ·are other evidences which also do not rule out the 

possibility of the connection. 

~ 
I 

Regarding the original homeland of the Chandras, 

there is a controversy among scholars. The Ramapala 

copper plate51 , the Dhulla plate52 and the Hadanpur copper 

plate53 of irichandra informs us that they had been origi-

~4 
nally the ru~ers of liohitagiri. R. D. Banerjee) and 

N. G. t1ajumdar55 have identified Rohitagiri with Ratasgarh 

in the S.hahabad district of Bihar and therefore ·support 

the outlandish origin of the Chandras. B. C. Sen also 

supports. the external origin of the Chandras56 • N. K. 

Bhattasali on the other hand identified it in the talmai 



hills in the Comilla district57. But D. C. Sircar refutes 

the view of N.K.Bhattasali on the ground that the modifi-

cation of ralmati to Ialmai seems to be philologically 
• 

improbable.· In any case, the verse under study mentioning 

Lalmai as Lalambi shows that Bhattasali's suggestion is 

wrong and that it offers no challenge to the identifica

tion of Rohitagiri with R~tasgarh58 . But other than the 

similarity sound and sense, there are hardly any evidence 
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to connect Rohitagiri of the Chandra plates with Rotasgarh 

of Bihar. On the other hand, it goes against the theory 

that the Chand ras were at first feudatory or ally of the 

King of Harikela59. So it would be more logical to identify 

Rohitagiri somewhere about Chandradvlpa and Harikela where 

Trailokyachandra and his forefathers acted as feudal lords. 

Haridas ~1i tra has located it in Raflgama ti in the Chit tagong 

Hill tracts~0But in view of the discoyery of many ether 

inscriptions at Mainamati in the ralmai hills, the antiquity 

of the place cannot be questioned anywhere and it adds support 

to the identification of the place with .fiahitagiri. 

· · We know very little about the first two rulers of the 

dynasty. 'I'hey were probably feudatory chiefs. It is evident 

from the Madanpur plate of irichandra that the first nobleman 

of the dynasty named Purnachandra was a tr.<m of much importance 
• 

whose name could be " read on the fedestal of the images and 
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en (stone) pillars of victory and copper plates in which 

new epigraphs were inscribed
62

• It is possible to assume 

that he behaved like an independent in his own land, 

though he was not declared as a formal King. His son 

Suvarnachandra was endowed with high qualities63. He was 
• 

known in the world as Buddha. So it is evident that he 

was the first in the dynasty to embra~e Buddhism. He is 

not described in the inscription as having ruled as a King. 

His son and successor Trailokyachandra was the first· 

sovereign of the dynasty and he assumed the title of 

Haharajadhiraja which is mentioned in all records as far 

available. He ruled from Vikramapura as the Capital of the 

Kingdom. 

-r 
I 

Trailokyachandra has been described in the verse 5 

of Kedarpur plate as having conquered the earth bounded 

by four oceans. "Trailokyachandra laid the foundation of 

the greatness of his famil~4 . The position of Trailokya-

chandra is stated in verse 5 of the Madanpur plate as 

follows : " adllliro - Harikelaraja-(Ka) Kuda - echatra 

smitanam - iriyam" which has been differently enumerated 

by different scholars. R. G. Basak states that he was at 

first a King of Chandradripa and later became " the 

repository of the fortune (Goddess) whose smile was the 



white umbrella, the symbol of the royalty of the King 

of Harikela". The net result of the political achieve-

ments of Trailokyachandra was that he was at first a 

King of Chandradvlpa, but later became the ruler of 

Harikela. The line has been differently enumerated by 

N. G. Majumdar who translates the verse as" the support 

of the fortune Goddess (of other Kings) smiling, at 

(Joyful on account of) the umbrella which was the royal 

insignia of the King of Harikela~5. If we accept this 

account without any doubt, it appears that Trailokya-

chandra was both the dofacto and dejure King of Harikela. 

But the account of R.G.Bssak leads us to a different 

conclusion and indicates that Trailokyachandra was the 
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defacto, if not the dejure ruler of Harikela. D. C. Sircar 
~ 
I 

is of the opinion that he was not a King cf Harikela, but 

was th~ ruler of Chandradvlpa (modern Bukherganj Dist.) 

~ 
owing allegianceAor allied with the King of tne country 

of Harikela. Trailokyachandra who flourished about the 

middle of the 10th Century ~.D. perhaps owed allegiance 

to the line of He.rikela Kings represented by Kantideva 

about whom we have already discussed66 . 

i.richandra was the first independent ruler of the 

dynasty to throw off the yoke of Harikela King and extended 
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the Chandra power over wide area of South-Eastern Bengal67. 

The fact that Trailokyachandra was the defacto ruler of 

Harik.e·la is more acceptable than views of N. G. Haj umdar 

and R.C.Majumdar68 • So more reasonable opinion is that 

Trailokyachandra inherited his feudatory position from 

his father and later accumulated strength and became the 

mainstay of Harikela King. It was he who extended his 

influence over Chandradvlpa and supplanted the Harikela 

King69. It is known from the Dacca plate of Kalya~achand ra 

that the Gujara-Pratih~ra King Mahendrap~la (885 - 903 A.D) 

conquered at least South Bihar and North Bengal from the 

.Pala King Naraya~apala (b54 - 910 A.D) during the time of 

Trailokyachandra. It had made the position of N~rayanapala . 
very much precarious. It is possible that Trailokyachandra 

.,. 
sided with ~~hendr~pala against N~r~yanap~la and succeeded . 
in annexing wide areas of East Bengal to his original terri-.., 

tory of Chandradvlpa in Buckergunge region 70 . But the theory 

is not accepted today after the discovery of an inscription 

by G. Bhattacharjee of Barlin Museum. The inscription is now 

at Malda Museum. Mahendrapala has been identified with a King 

of the Pala dynasty7°a. 

Now a problem naturally comes to our mind as to who 

was the first independent ruler of the Chandra dynasty. 



According to D. C. Sircar, Trailokyachandra was a 

feudatory ruler and the first independent ruler of 

the dynasty was irichandra because the latter was 

adorned with various high sounding titles like 

and that Trailokyachandra was not given with all 

those high sounding titles except 'Haharajadhiraja •. 

But a close observation of the Chandra plates reveah 

the fact that the ruling King was end.owed with full 

regal titles and his father was given the titles of 

'Haharajadhiraja. In the Dacca plate of Kalyanachandra, 

i richandra was given only the title of Haharaj adhiraj a, 

while Kalya~achandra was given the full regnal titles. 

In the Hainamati p,J..ates of Ladahachandra, his father is 
r • 

simply described as 'Mah~rajadhir~ja•. So the most just-

ifiable explanation is that Trailokyachandra was at 

first a feudatory and gradually increased his power and 

assumed sovereignty by supplanting the Harikela King. 

Thus Trailokyachandra added Chandradvlpa and Harikela 

to his paternal Kingdom and felt justified in assuming 

the title of Maharajadhtraja. 71 
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Regarding the exploits of Tra ilokyacl:;and ra informations 

have been supplied by different epigraphic sources of his 



successors though none of his own inscription has been 

deciphered so far. In the verse 6 of the Pafchirnbhag 

./ -copper plate of Srichandra, it is stated tnat Trailo-

kyachandra being desirous of conquering the earth bo~ 

unded by the four oceans, destroyed his enemies by his 

sword72 • The verse 7 of the plate gives valuable infor-

mation about the exploits of 'l'railokyachandra in the 

Samatata country with its capital at Devaparvata. The 

verse is as follows : 
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"KShirodam - anu Devaparva ta i ti irimad- tad-e tat- Purain 

Yatr = agantu - Janasya - Vismaya - rasah Karnboja - vartt -

- . Lalamb1 

.A\.JS had hi 

adbhitaih . 
Van~~ - atrav.afika - iatair = hnvishya siddh -

Vyahara itiha irutas = Samatatan = nirjjitya 

y at S a in i ka i h 11 

It gives some important information about the conquest 

of Trailokyachandra, Firstly, it informs that Trailokyachandra 

conquerred Samata~a country (present Tippera-Noakhali region). 

Secondly, Devaparvata lying on the bank of Kshiroda river 

was the Capital of the Samatata country which is ·also supported 
• 

by the evidence of the Kaitan inscription of ir1dharanarata73. 

Thirdly, the city of Devaparvata appears to have been r~vaged 



by the Kambojas shortly before the Chandra invasion of 

Samatata74• Kamalakanta Gupta Choudhury enumerated the 

Pafchimbhag plate and the exploits of Trailokyachandra 

in a different way and there is exaggaration in his 

statement about the conquest of Trailokyachandra. He 

stated that the victorious army of Trailokyachandra 

11 entered the village of hilly countries, drank from 

the tunnellike.rivers in the table-land of the Vind{ya 

Hills and ultimately reached the place where roaring 

currents of the Kaveri were throwing down the stones 

from the peak of the Malaya Hills (South India) .. 75. 

But D.C.Sircar has expressed doubt on the historical 
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basis of the above statement. The Kaveri rising from the 

western Ghats and running through the Coimbatore, Salem, 
lf 

Tiruchirappalli an'd Tan~J aur district of Tamilnad u falls 

to the~Bay of Bengal. According to the Puranas it rises . 
not from Halaya 76 • The village refer;ed in the verse is 

in vanga country and the s urunganadl following through 

the Vindhyan region is not known from any other sources. 

It seems that the curds of va~ga, ih which the division 

(Bhaga) of Vikramapura (Dacca Dist.) was situated accor-

ding to early medieval records, had a name in Chandrad~ipa 

(Buckergunge dist.) which was Trailokyachandra•s original 
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d om in ions " . 

In the Mainamati plate of Ladahachandra, it has been . 
stated that under Tra ilokyachandra Va~ga was ris.ing in 

in prosperity73. His military achievements have been 

elaborated in the Dacca copper plate of his graridson 

Ka t>·anachandra that if, Trailokyachand ra had not seen 
• 

jewels in the clasped hr:nds of the Gaudas, they were 

imprisoned and if they did not bow to the ground to show 

respect to him, they were slain with raised swords.79 

Trailokyachandra was probably successful during the weak 

succession of either Rajyapala or Gopala II of the Pala 

dynasty. Now if we reject the eulogistic opinion in 

different plates about the conquest of Trailckyachandra, 
~· 
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it would be the most reasonable explanation that Trailok-

yachan_?ra had stronghold in the Devaparvata area and he 

established his .sway in the whole of the Samatata area & 

at that time the news of the Kambojas capturing power in 

Northern and Western Bengal was heard and were defeated 

by Trailckyachandra30 • 

Trailckyachandra was succeeded by his sen irlchandra. 

Like his father he was also an independent King and assumed 

the title of 'Parameivara, Paramabhattaraka - Haharajadhiraj 2 r. 



Regarding his military achievements, the Hainamati plate 

of Ladahachandra states that his military achievements 

brought tears to the eyes of the queens of the King of 

pragjyotisha (Assam) and wiped a way the smiles of the 

queens of Gauda King. This refers to irlchandra•s claim 

to have defeated the Kings of Bengal & Assam, no doubt of 

the F8la and the Hleccha dynasties81 • It has also been 

confirmed by the Paichimbhag plate of irlchandra. The 
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verse 12 of the plate informs us that the forces' of 

iricha.ndra entered the woodlands near IPht tya in the course 

of the conquest of the K.S.mrupa country. The description of 

Kamarupa with its pigeons, monkeys, plantain trees, deers 

and blackaloe- woods as given in the verse indicates .that 

the composer was familiar with the countr,y. The importance 
~ 
! 

of the verse lies in the fact that it indicates and 

invasion of Kamarupa by s'rlchandra which is not recorded in 

any of his grants though the Paichimbhag plate is one his 

82 I earliest grants • It has been elaborated in the Pa~chimbhag 

plate that irichandra•s army had a desire to conquer 

•uttarapatha' and there are the mention of the name of two 

rivers in the course of the description of the conquest. 

These are the chi ttas lla which is mentioned in the Mahabhara ta 

and the Pu~abhadra mentioned in the BhagJtata Purana. The 
---------·-
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pushpabhadra is a small stream of the nortn of the Brahmaputra 

near Cauhati33. It is known that Uttarpatha was the name of 

the northern part of India including the Himalayan region. 

- -The author of· the inscription seems to locate the Kamarupa 

country in Uttarapatha. This has been accepted by the 

Hahabharata and haghuval!Jfa of Kal1dasa, but the Pura9as 

and other works of later time like Haj/sekhara 's KavyamTi"'f\~Ji-~0:. 

place Kamarupa or Pragjyotisha in the Eastern division34 . 

So it confirms irichandra 1s conquest of Kamarupa. 

In the Dacca copper plate of Kalyanachandra, it has 
' 

been stated "He was moist (soft) in the act of washing 
·, 

away the fear of Prthivlpala, was hard enterprising in the • 

churning of Govar~na (earth and the water), was great in 
~ . 

the great festivity of re-instating Gopa1a, was a protector 

of sacrif~s (vows) in returning the Pala queen, who was 

defeated at ease and captured and whose arm was the uni-

ve rsaJ. sup pert of various receptacle of varia us sent imen t.s 113 5. 

It is apparen~ that he wiped away the obstacle created by 

Ppthivlpalo. against Gopala and helped Gcpala to restore tne 

throne. It is possible that Gopala and i~thivipala were 

brothers and they fought for the lila Kingdom which was saved 

by irichandra. This is an important information about the 



.PS.lc.chandra relation during that time. It has been. 

explained by A. H. Dani and D. C. Sircar that the ruler 

of Gau~a defeated by irichandra was the F8.la King. But 

the .P8.lachandra friendly relation has been affirmed by 

the Dacca copper plate of Kalya~achandra. The reasonable 

argument is that the Kambojas were ruling ever North and 

West Bengal during the 10th Century .A.D. and they were 

called as the 'lords of Gauda'. That the Chandras fought 

with the Kambojas and not with the Balas is supported by 

the fact that s'richandra restored Gopala to his throne. 

This Gopala was undoubtedly Gopala II of the Pala dynasty 
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who ruled from 940 - 960 A.D and was contemporary of 

irichandra. It has also been suggested by some that 

s'richandra himself roefea ted the Pale. King and then res to red 
I 

86 him to power 

The aylhet plate of trichendra refers to his exploits 

in other regions also. He is stated to have defeated the 

Utkalas, the H~nas and the Yavanas. It is difficult to 

determine irichandra 's influence over cheer .. It may be an 

exaggeration and may be an echc cf Badal pillar inscription 

of Devapela37 . 

The land grant in the Pundre.vardhane.-bhukti, seems to .. 
indicate the temporary cccuoaticn nf :::~ )'"\<:>Y>+ ~+> ., ___ ·, · 
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by irlchandra. The possibility iS that the territories 

were lost by the Rllas during the temporary disaster 

of the dynasty in the rule of Narayanapala towards the 

end of the 9th Century and the beginning cf the 10th 

Century A.D. Obviously the successors of N~r~yanap~la . 
stroke hard to restore the lest territory. So it may be 

assumed that there was a prolonged struggle between the 

Balas, Kambojas and the Chandras and as a consequence 

to this the territories probably changed hands. 

Now a point naturally comes to our mind as to what 

were the factors that facilitated the rise of the Chandras. 

It has been suggested by R.C.t1ajumdar that the invasion 
if 
I 

of Kalachuri King Kokkala in Bengal precipitated the rise 

of the Chandra as an independent power. Tte King Yuvaraja 

of the Kalachuri dynasty who flourished in the rn id- tenth 

Century invaded Gauda and defeated probably King Gopala II . 
of the Fala dynasty88 . The unfinished condition 9f Ked~rpur 

/ -
plate of Srichandra may suggest possibly the cessation of 

s'r1chandra 1 s authority in Pundravardhana ~.'hich might have .. 
fallen in the hands of the Karnbojas. The authority of the 

Chandras was confined to Eastern Bengal. It also appears that 



the Chandras ab.out the mid-tenth Century ;,.D. had some 

trouble with the Chedi King Lakshmanaraja who was the son 
·--

and successor of Yuvaraja who is stated in the Goharwa -
plate of Kar~adeva as Van gala - bhangan ipu~a (one who 

showed skill in disrupting the Vaflgalas )
8? The Palas were 

probably enjoying subordinate or insignifi.cant position. 

The Centre of gravity seems to have been shifted from 
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Gauda to the Var'lgala terri tory where the Chand ras had been 

ruling and tnere is no evidence to show that Lakshr.Janaraja 

annexed the territory9°. 

irichandra was succeeded by his son Kalyanachandra . . 
He has been described in the verse 7 of tt.e Me. in am a ti plate 

~ 
I 

of Ladahachandra as " pure or purifying like water of the . 
Ganges" .. In the verse 8 of the same plate, 1 t has been 

stated that Kalyanachandra caused sorrow tc the Hleccha e.nd 

Gauda women. It thus indicates his success against the . 
ltleccha King of Pragjyoti~ and the Rala King of Gauda • . 
All the more, it suggests, as D.C.Sircar informs, that 

Kalyanachandra obtained successes ever the rulers of aengal 

and Assam during the reign of his father as the leader of the 

91 ' 
latter's forces. The above statement about the achievements 

of Kalyanachandra has been supported by the Hainamati plate 
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of Govindachandra. Its 7th verse refers to his fight 

against the Hlecchas and it is said that he made the 

river LOhitya redoubled by the tears drop.~=-ing frcm 

the eyes of the Mleocha ladies. It has also been stated 

in the verse that Kalyanachandra was successful in a . 
92 . 

battle against the King of Gauda • The above statement 
• 

has enough significance regarding the military achievements 

of Kalyanachandra. It refers to the Hlecchas who were asso-

ciated with the .Lchitya (Bre.hmaputra river). 

From. the above it appears that Kalyanachandra- had 
• 

extended his power frcm Kamarupe. and in tLe Deltaic region 

of Bengal. Regarding the identification of the Mlecchas, some 
-t 

scholars are of the opinion that an invasion had taken place 

from the side of Bihar and it was duly repulsed by Kalyane.-. 
chandra. 93 Thus it seems that he al~o·saved the further 

numiliation of the palas and the Pala Kine; became subordinate 

to him. The successful ex~edition to the Brahmaputra delta also 

indicates the importance of the Chandras in Eastern India. 

Now there is a controversy among the schclars about the 

identification of the Gauda ruler. There oay be scme possibilit 
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During the temporary decline of pala empire, at the time 

of Vigrahapala II and his immediate predecessor Gopala II, 

the pala empire was invaded by the ·Kambojas, Chandellas 

and the Kalach~is.It may be that during the time of the 

decline of the .P8.1a empire, the ruler of the neighbouring 

territory ventured to establish its sway ever the .Falas. 

On the other hand, it may be that the Gauda King defeated 

by Kalyanachandra was the Kamboja ruler because he was . 
the Kamboja ruler because he was a contemporary of Kambcja 

Gaudapati who was trying to establish his sway in Western 

Bengal. But in the absence of name cf the Gau~a King in 

the Chandra records, we are not in a position to come to 

a definite conclusion, It may also be that, he liked his 

father, helped the &las in regaining thej_r held by def-
'! 

eating the Kambojas. What may be inferred from the above 

information is that the political exegencies prompted the 
I 

Chandras to keep friendship with their neighbours and the 

religions uniformity of the two families helped them to 

come closer94• 

We know very little about the other factors of the 

reign of Ka~yanachandra. He is said to be "equal to Bali . 
in liberality. Rama in prowess and equal to Yudhisthira 

in truthfulness". All that we may assume is that Chandra 
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Kingdom continued to enjoy prosperity during his reign. 

He ruled fer 24 years as is evident frcrn his record. 

Kalyanachandra was su~ceeded by his sen Ladahachandra . . 
Before the discovery of the 11ainamatl pla:es cf I;?..daha-

chandra and Gcvinda Chandra, the order of succession to 

the Chandra throne could net be rightly established. The 

Falaeographic study of the Bharella Nartteivara image 

inscription of I.adahachandra placed his rr:!ign period in . 
the second half of the 10th Century A.D.95 On the basis 

of this R.C. Majumdar placed him before irichandra96 while 

.B. C. Sen placed him after irichandra . .aut the Hainamati 

plates of the two Kings discovered later on has correctly 

settled the genealogy of the two Kings and they have been 

rightly placed aftZr irichandra. 

The twc copper plates of ladahachandra refer only to 

his religious activities and do net indicate anything 

about his military activities. It is inferred that the 

Chandra empire was firmly settled and that is why he 

devoted himself to peaceful religious activities. Ladaha-

chandra has been described in the verse 12 of the Ha:Lnama ti 

plate that he was master cf all the sciences and he had 

under his control the Goddess Saras wa ti, J..ak~(ll I and the 
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whole earth. In the verse 13 of the plate he has been 

described as the Lord of the entire earth bounded by the 

ocean and he was the master of all the Vidyas or sciences. 

Ladahachandra visited varanasi and took baths in the .. , 

Ganges and offered tarpana to his ancestors and gift of 

gold to numerous Brahmanas. It has also been described 
• 

that be also made pilgrimage to Prayaga and made gifts 

to the Brahmanas. It is interesting to point out that though 
• 

he ~as a Buddhist, he paid immense importance to his bath 

in the river Ganges at Benaras and it was possible for him 

to go to Benaras crossing the Fala territory because the 

.Palas as pointed out by Dr. D.C.Sircar, considered the 

Chandras as subservient friend (Anugata Mitra). His grant 
-----·--

of land in the name of vasudeva reflects his bent on other 
if 
I 

religions sects. His reign period may be between 1000- 1020 

A.D. an~ his rule for twenty years is evident from the 
0 

Ma inama tl records. 

Ladahachandra was succeeded by his son Govindachandra • 
• 

His name is referred in the Tirumalai inscription of Rajen

drachola as the King of Vangalade/a and he was defeated by 

the Chola King 97 • His name is also referred in the work 

iabdapradipa. The Betka and Kulkudi image inscription of 

him also refer to his rule in Va~gala9~ His connection with 
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Chandra dynasty has been established by the newly discovered 

Mainamatl copper plate99. So it can be definitely stated that 

Govindachandra was a King of the Chandra dynasty. 

In his Hainamati plate it has been eJ.aborated that he 

learnt very well and in his choldhcod within a few days, he 

became wellversed in all the sciences, arts including the 

sciences of dealing with elephants, horses and chariots. 

The Ha inama ti plates of the last two Kings are of great 

importance. It has been assumed from the visit of Ladahachandra 

to Varar:1as I and Prayaga at a time vJhen Hahlpala I of Gaud a 

was in possession of the wide areas of Bengal, Bihar and the 

Eastern part of U.~, that the Chandra King was the subordinate 
l 

ally of the .P8.la King.· .Another important ~.nfcrma tion is that 

the Chandras of South-East Bengal adopted Buddhism and the 

Kings assumed the title 1 .Paramasaugata 1 • The Mainamati plates 

of the last two l'ule rA.. of the dynasty inform us that the 
I 

last two members of the dynasty repudiated Buddhism and they 

_.-. granted land in favour of a Vaish~avite cr· laivite deity in 

the name .. of 'vasudeva-Bhattaraka' or .g\va-Bhattaraka I ,although 
---------------~·~·---- .. 

these two Kings are also conventionally called '.Paramasaugata, 

their documents make it clear that they adopted Puranic Hinduism 
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Govindachandra of the Chandra dynasty has been 

identified by some scholars with Govindachandra or Gop

ichandra of Bengal Ballads. 100 It is very difficult to 

ascertain definitely the date of these ballads and it 

is possible that these were compiled later time probably 

in the 17th or the 18th Century A.D. S-o tl1e authenticity 

of those ballads is questioned. The Bengal ballads inform 

that King Govichandra left Kingship and assumed the. life 

of an ascetic101 • The genealogy of Govichandra of the 

Bengal ballads is not similar to that of Govindachandra. 

Govichandra of the Bengal ballads was the daughter's son 

of Tilakachandra, the King of ~1eherkul 1-Jhich is still a 

Pargana in the Tippera district. The genealogy of Govind-

achandra of the C~ndra dynasty is quite different from 
I 

the genealogy of Gopichandra of the Bengal ballads. 

~. K. Bhattasali has suggested that Ladah~chandra cf the 

Bharella Nartte§ vara image inscription may have been the 

102 father of Tilakachandra • rlut except the similarity cf 

name the two persons cannot be definitely identified. 

Muhammad Shahidullah placed Gopichandra between 675 - 700 

A.D. and identified him with the King Govichandra of the 

Chandra dynasty before the rise of the Ralas~ 03 But the 

epigraphical study prove that they were placed in the 10th 

120 
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and 11th Century A.D. 

The foreign invasion preci~itated the downfall of 

the Chandra empire. The Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra 

Chola informs that Govindachandra of Var"lgala was defeated 

by the Chola King and Govindachandra fled from the battle 

field. But there is no concrete evidence to suggest that 

this defeat had any pei"11anent effect on the Che.ndra empire. 

It may be assumed that this invasion had given a shattering 

blow to the Chandra rule. The invasion cf the Kalechuri 

King Karna is said to have given a death blovJ to the power 

cf the dynasty. Karna is said to have achieved a decisive 
• 
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victory over the King of the Eastern country. who probably 

~ 

lost his life in the decisive battle. In beth the cases the 

adversary seems to be Gcvindachandra or h:Ls successor of 

the Chandra dynasty. It then appears that the Chandra Kingdom 

was finally destroyed by the in vas ion of Karpa. The power 

vacuum in Vanga-Sama ta ta was filled up by tne rise of another . 
small power called Varmans in that region. 

The Kaivarta rebellion 

Varendri under the Kaivarta Chiefs ·: 

The successful revolt of Divya, a Kaivarta chief 

against the Pala King t•luhipala II and the consequent 
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establishment of a dynasty, Kaivarta by caste, on the 

throne of the .filas in Northern Bengal during th~ second 

part of the 11th Century A.D, is one of the most interes-

ting and significant events of the history of Bengal. The 

fact is referred to in the Belava copper plate of Bhoja-

varman, Kamauli copper plate of Vaidyadeva and the Hana-

hali copper plate of Madanapala, but the detailed inform-

ation of the episode is given in the Ramacharito.of Sandhy-

akara Nandi. 

The main theme of the Ramacharit~is the rebellion 

of the feudatories against Mahipala II in 1070 - 71 ;:..D. 

The as sass ina tion of Hahipala II led to the establishment 

of the Kaivarta rule in Varendrl under Divya. The reconqu-
' 

est of varendri by Ramapala (1072 - 1126) successor of 

... 
Hahlpala II has been narrated to great de tails by Sandhy-

akara Nand1. The Kamauli plate of Vaidyadt~va 105 says that 

Ramapala killed Bh'Ima and recovered the paternal land which 

has been termed as Janakabhu very much similar to the recovery 

- of Jan aka's daughter s, Ita by Ram a. The verse 15 of the Manhali 

copper plate of Hadanapala explains the anxiety of Rarnapale., 

because of the serious attack of t.he Kaivc:~rta King on the 

~la terri tory. According to E.amachnri~ Varend r1 was occupied 
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106 by Divya , and elsewhere 1 the enemy is stated to have 

occupied a large part of the Kingdom (bhuya9 3huma~~alam) 

after h(?.ving killed Hahipala II who was- called the best of 

the Kings (nripatilreshtha) • . 

The revolt in North Bengal of the Kaivartas during 

the reign of Mahipala II and the rule of Divya and his two 

successors indicate the importance of the Kaivarta caste 

to which they belonged. ACcording to Amarakcsha, the Kaiv-

artas include both Dasa and Dhivara. The evidences of the 

Brahma-vai varta Purana, Manu and the Ja takas also indicate 

that the Kaivartas were from ancient times divided into two 

. 106a sections, the cul ti va tors and f1s he rmen . Both of them 

form important sectif>ns of the Hindu Society even today. 

There are many Zamindars and substantial landholders among 

them. This position is fully in keeping with the part 

played by them during the pala rule. 

Regarding the genesis of the revolt we are to depend 

·mainly en the .fuirnachariiv.. In the introductL)n to the 

rtamacharito,.published by the hSiatic Society of .Bengal, 

H. M. Eiaraprasad S.as tri has propounded that "Hahlpala by 

his impolitic acts, incurred the displeasure of the subjects 
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and that specially •the Kaivartas were smarting under his 

oppression• and this ultimately led to the rebellion and 

his defeat and death 11 :
07 5andhyakara Nandi was the Court 

poet of fiamapala whom Hahipala had thrown in prison on 

the plea of the supposed engagement in conspiracy. fience, 

it is possible to have an unprejudiced and impartial account 

of either Mahipala II or of Divya the Kaivartta. 

H. P. Sas tri has probably based his theory on the 

commentary of the Ra.machari tJ.about Nahlpala II who has been 

describes as durnayabhaja (one who is inclined to imprudent 

conduct)108 anltikara~bharata (inclined to pursue impoetic 

methods) 109 Kuttima Kathora (hard as a solid stone) .. _.;;....• __ 
- 110 - - - -Chitrakuta (given to wonderful tricks), bhutanayatranayukta 

---------~·- I 

(determined not to protect truth and polity)
111 

and nikriti-. 
~· 112 . 

prayukta (resorting to acts of fraudulence). All those 

accusations clearly prove that Sandhyakara Nandi had in him 

hatred for 11ahlpila II because of his ill treatment for 

R8mapala, the hero of Ramacharita. But the epithats rajapravara 

. and its commentary I rajapravarin nripati£resh~ha~ Hahlpalarb II 

of the RE.macharita clearly indicate that he has also been 

called as excellent among Kings and it demonstrates that the 

oppressions of Hahlpala were not probably the real cause of 
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two specific charges against Nah1pala II. Firstly, he 

imprisoned his two brothers Ramapala and ~urapala as 

he was instigated to this ill-conceived act by false 

reports sedulously propagated by wiked people, to the 

effect that Ramap§la, being an aole and popular prince 

was scheming to usurp the throne. His bad company was 

also a source of danger to his Kingdom. Ead there been 

any charge against Ramapala and Surapala that they were 

in intrigue against the sovereign, it ought to have been 

properly inquired and the King shoulc·not have taken 

such a drastic action against him on hearsay evidence. 

In this respect he was impoJ.itic~ 14 But the statement 

that Rfunapala was a clean man having no intention to 

usurp the throne c~n not be totalJ.y accepted. During the 

125 

decadant period of the Palas, there was every possibility 

of dynastic trouble aggravating the ambition of younger 

brother. There are sufficient evidences in hj_story where 

the younger brother usurped the throne by overthrowing the 

rule of the elder brother. Sandpyakaranandl ~Jas the Court 

- -poet of Ramapala and so it may be natural that he tried 

to suppress the real intention of Ramapala. Inspite of all 

these, the charge against R~mapala has bee:n refuted by 

R. C. Majumdar on two grounds. In the first place, the 

success of the revolt did not lead to the placement of 



Ramapala to the thrown. Secondly, the revolt and the 

consequent loss of Vurenc1r1 caused immense mental pain 

to Ramapala. A charge against t1ahipala II was that he 

had an unwise passion for fighting (Yudeha Vyasa~a) 1.
16 

and disregarding the advi!.!e of his wise and experienced 

126 

ministers, he led a feeble illequipped force against the 

powerful army of the S.amantas or feudatories (milit-ananta--
Samanta Chakra), 11 7 But the author has not categorically 

mentioned the advice given by the ministers and the part 

played by Divya, a high official of Mahipala II, might 

have evoked a sort of suspicions. So by paying no heeQ 

to the counsels of the higher officials he probably acted 

rightly. Above all, it is not possible from the brief and 

so cal-led references in the Ramacharita to form an accurate 
f 

idea either of the reign or of the character of Mahipala II. 

So it iS not evident that the wicked and oppressive policy 

113 of Mahipala was the direct or indirect cause of the revolt. 

All popular uprisings lead to the presumption of guilt on the 

part of the ruling King. But inspite of all these, there is no 

ground to suppose that t1ahipala 1 s mischieveous acts were the 

causes of the outbreak. 

The Ramacharita expresses Ramapala as •sarvasammata• 
•, 

which probably means 'accepted by all' and A. K. Hai trey a has 



concluded on this basis that Ramapala was the elected 

King and Mahipala claimed the throne by law of Primo-

1 f9 geniture and this was the cause of the revolt. But 

the crucial point is that if this was the real case, why 

127 

did the people not elect Rarnapala. If Ramapal a was· chosen 

by the people why after the death of Mahip~la II, the 

Kaivarta chief occupied the throne ? All these questi-

1?.0 ons were not answered by A. K. Haitreya. · The main 

point is thqt Mahipala was of suspicious nature and 

distracted from the right course of action and followed 

the impolitic method by imprisoning his two brother~ who 

would have stood by him in time of danger. 120a The President 

of 1Divya Smri ti Utsab' Raibahad ur Ramaprasad Chandra has 
• 

"f 
concluded that Divya was chosen by Samantas in the last 

half of the 11th Century A.D. and this election was very 

much similar to the election of Gopala I by 1Ananta-Samanta-

Chakra' in the last part of the 3th Century A.D. But the 

critical study of the two incidents makes it clear that 

they are not at all similar in nature. The King elected 

by the rebels cannot be the same thing. On the other hand, 

the election in latter case is not supported by evidence. 

The rebels only accepted his leadership anc their activities 
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were not confined to their fight against Hahiplila II 

under the platform of Divya. On the contrary, the 

election in the former case leQ to the extension of 

a weak power in Bengal from a small principality to an 

empire of almost the whole of lryavarta and in the latter 

case the well built pala empire became the subject of 

disintegration and thereby invited foreign aggressors 

to trample gpon it. ~o the two incidents cannot be the same 

in any respect. 121 

A. K. Maitreya's view is that Divvoka like Gopala I 

was the chosen of the people and that the common people 

had a great share in determining the succession to the Pala 

throne and that the mainstay of the Pa1a authority was the 
if 

I 

popular support which was lost as a result of the Mahlpala's 

coming to power. This view has been supported by Jadunath 

Sarkar a1so. 122 This view has been shared by 'All Bengal 

Mahi~a ~tudents Union' who helQ that Divya was elected 

King by the people of Bengal. But R. C. Majumdar has put 

forward some soubt on the authenticity of the election of 

Divya as King. There is no mention'of this incident in the 

Ramacharito..and the time when the election actually took 

place. Whether it was before the struggle between J1ahlpala 
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II and Di vya or after we do not knQw for certain . .According 

to R. c. Majumdar, if the election had taken place later 

why should not the struggle of the subjects against the 

existing King be termed as 'revolt' ? Secondly, if the 

election had taken place earlier, this type of the election 

of King is abnormal, ominous and cannot be taken for 

granted without sufficient evidences. 123 

The genesis of the revolt would better be sought in 

the real condition of the Pal a empire. The revolt of the 

feudatories was not unnatural. The relation between the 

Samanta and King depended mainly on their respective 

strengths. The feudal lords paid tribute so long as the 

King was powerful and the weakness of the suzerain on the 
~ 
I . 

other hand 1nsp1red the feudatories to shake off the 

auth9rity of the scvereign. 124 In history there are many 

evidences.· which prove the serious degeneration of the 

central authority caused by misrule, mischieveous domestic 

Cliques and other factors which inspired the ambition of the 

provincial governors or other high officials le'ad ing to 

utter dismemberment of the existing rule and the rising of 

local powers to eminence,Divya was not an or9inary Kaivarta 

in an humble station of life whom the people satisfied with 

leadership raised to honour. 125 So the revolt of Divya was, 
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perhaps, the effect of the weakness of the central authority 

and the general tendency of disintegration in different part 

of the empire. Nahlpala could not tackle the situation 

dexterously and he was not endowed with the qualities to 

manage the situation correctly. But it cannot at all be 

accepted that he was a bad King and he was specially respon-

~ible for the downfall of the empire. I~ should be probably 

accepted, as R. C. Majumdar held that Hahlpala was perhaps a 

victim to circumstances over which he had no control and 

that as a King he was(more sinned against sinning•. 126 The 

revolt of Divya in varendra like the revolt of Yaksk.pala in 

Gay a was undoubtedly pro_TYtpted by the decline of the Pal a 

dynasty.' The revolt of Divya was thus not a mere solitary 

episode but a sign of the times and may be loo.ked upon not so 
9' 
I 

much as the cause, but the consequence of the collapse of the 

authority of the P~&s. 127 According to a scholar Buddhism .. 
was antagonistic to the practice of the fishing craft wh~ch 

formed the occupation of the Kaivartas who suffered from 

social disadvantage under the regime of the Buddhist Palas 123 
!! 

and this social humiliation led the Kaivartas to the path of 

rebellion. There is hardly any trace of the disadvantages of 

this clan because of their fishing craft in the Ramacharita. 

On the contrary, the Buddhist Patas were very much liberal in 

their religious outlook and that is evident frow the.epigraph 
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sources which point out the distribution of lands for the 

different religion community. t-:oreover Buddhism at that 

time incorporated many elements from Hinduism and there 

was hardly any differences between Buddhism and Brahrr.a::ical 

Hinduism. 

Now from the foregoing discussion, it appears more 

likely that Divya was a rebel and the whole episode was 

more probably a rebellion. He took advantage of the dege-

nerati6n of the central authority, dissentions among the 

royal members to kill his master and it-·was an event which 

was neither unusual nor unnatural at that time. There is a 

controversy regarding the character of the revolt. Ramacharita 

expressed the revoit as •anik~ dharmaviplav~129 and the 

world anikam has been expr~ssed by the commentator as 

• alakshmik~' meaning unfortunate but the commentator is 

silent about the meaning of the word 'Glharmaviplava.rr,•. some 

scholars including R. c . .fvlaj umdar have terrned it as a civil 

revolution. But the conf~sion arises regarding the meaning 

of the word • dharmaviplavam • bec21use the \-:hole affair seems 

to indicate that there was very little 'dharma• or sense of 

duty in the activities of Divya and it seems that Divya 

violated the duty or deviated front the right path. Di vya 
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occupied Ramapala' s ancestral land (Janaka-bhu) varendri. 

It has been described in the RamacharitR thu.t Divya was a 

bhritya who rose to high position, but he acted like a 
• 

dasyu and like one who was inclined to observe fraudulent 

practice as a vow (upadhi-vrati). The word Dasyu applied 

to Divya appears to be correct because the word generally 

means robber. As Divya robbed the Pala Kings of the land of 

Varendri, the poet seems to have applied correctly the word 

to the work of Divya. The commentator expressed it as 

" da.syumai'atruna tadbhavapannatvat ava£ya Karttavyataya 

- ~Jt.. ~Jt.. • ~"130 arabdhOJu Ka.JIUl¥3.vvatOJll Chadrnan1. Vrat1.. 

The interpretation of the epithet 'upadhi-vrati• 

has been differentf¥ put forward by sc0olars. The commentary 
I 

explains 'Vrata' as some action which is obligatory and the 

commentary seems to expreps 'plea, pretext~ fraud, dishonesty, 

trick' by the work upadhi'. The reference to the fraudulent 

act of Divya shows that he pretended to be loyal to his master 

Mahipala II, but was in reality conspiring with the rebels to 

. <get the throne and finally_ joined hands with the rebels open1~? 1 

N. K. Bhattasali has pointed out that the commentary 

of the Ramacharitltseems to incidate that Divya probably began 
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the action as a matter of duty with ulterior motive in mind 

and when Hahipala II fought with Divya he found the combined 

132 army of the feudator.ies with the latter • It, therefore, 
1 
I 

i 

seems more likely that the revolt broke out at first in favour I~ 
I 

of Ramapala because of ~iahipala 1 s mischieveous rule, but subse-: 

quently Divyoka fished in the troubled water. If of-ten happen~ 

that revolution breaks out with certain end in view but is 

expkated by an~itions and designing men for their personal 

133 ends • Divyo managed to act secretly. In this respect his 

work was different from other samantas ~ho accumulated strength 

for open combat. It is evident that Divya carried out his 

policy without giving a warning to his lord. It happens to be 

quite likely that Divya belonged to the Samanta .Chakra and was 

instrumental in bringing down Mahipala II. He remained on the 

r 
royal side up to the death of tviahipala II and after his death, 

Divya took over vartndri and declared him independent. so in .. 
no way the word 1 dharmavip~avam • can be associated with the 

whole task. 

Regarding the another character~stic of the revolt, 

it may be inferred with sufficient basis that it was, like 

other revolts, a sort of uprising of some subjects who were 

tyrannised by the oppressive rule of .t'lahipala II. It was 

probably the quality of Divya that raised hirn to the status 

of leader of the movement. But it does not prove that Divya 
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was the elected King. On the other hand the~c is no evidence 

to prove that all the people joined the rebellion. some joined 

the rebellion and some act~d against it and joined hands with 

the King as it often happens. The view of !'':1'-: H. P. sastr i cannot 

be accepted that only the Kaivarta clan joined the rebellion. 

The most reasonable view, as propoUiilded by R. c. tvlaj umdar, is 

that the leadership was given to this community~and so the 

revolt is named after the name of. the comrnunity like the ~r;att 

T l b 11 · · E 1 d "'rld H b · b 1 · · · B n a 1 1 3 4 ay or re e 10n 1n ng an ~ a s1 re e ~.lon 1n e.g • 

some scholars hol<i that the revolt of the Kaivartas ,.,,as nothing 

but the reaction of peasants to assert their land rights. The 

Kaivartas were deprivedAof-plots of land given as service 0 

tenures and subjected to heavy taxes (Ramacr,arit&.II 40). The 

fact that the naked soldiers fought with bov:s and arrows 
<f 

riding buffaloes shows that they were ordinacy peasants 

(Ramacharito..II 39 - 42). Probably it vJas a revolt of the 
... 

peasants against the Palas who made a coiTJuon cause v1ith 

their vassals against the Kaivartas. 134 a 

According to some, the election of Divya is the story 

of the establishment of democracy by th~ people of Bengal. Eut 

it has been stated in the Ramacharim.that Divya was succeeded 

by Bhima as the King of Varendri. Hence there is no evidence 

in support of the viev..· that the whole thing led to the 

II 

I. 
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establishment of democracy. r.fter the revolt Divya assumed 

·Kingship. so the above view is baseless. 

so it would not be probably right to call it a 

pppular uprising. What is more probable is that it was the 

revolt of some opportunists who tried to take advantage of 

.the weakness of the Pala empire to attain their end. It 

would not probably be reasonable to think that there was 

popular consciousness among the people or that time and the 

people did not dare to raise their voice against .. King v,rho 

was held in high esteem in the society and his position was 

almost equal to God and it seen1s likely ttat they held it 

inauspicious to go against the King and they were supposed to 

abide by the orders of the King whether it was beneficial or 
~ . 
! . 

harmful. Hence there was nothing popular in the revolt and 

it was purely the revolt of some self-interested samantas. 

Regarding the consequence of the rebellion and the 

subsequent establishment of the rule of the Kaivartas very 

little information is follild in the Ramachctr ita. It appears 

that the revolution was follovJed by the establishment of a 

protectorate and Varendri came under the protection of Divya 

. ' 135 his brother Rudeka and his_brother's son Bhima in successlon. 

Hov1 long Varendri was under the possession of the Kaivartas 
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nothing is known for certain. Regarding the character of the 

occupation, we are supplied with some materials in the Rama-

. ~ - h ·~136 th chari~ According to a verse ~n t1.e Ramac ar~"<)~ e occu-

pation.of varendri was very much similar to the capativity 

of sita. The verse inforrns ·that sit a was excellent (Vara) in 

beauty (adhikkyaya) became rakshaniya of the fierce Ravana. 
---· 

The verse also points out that varendri became rakshniya of 
• 

Bhima. According to commentary of the Ramacharita the wore 

'rakshaniya' suggests the nature of the occupation in both cases 
• 

It appears that ne~ther Divya nor his brother Rudeka 

assumed the title of King. They had been leaders and continued 

to be known by their ordinary names'. 'Bhin1a appears to have 

been called a Raja~and the Ramacharita alludes to it. But 
I 

the royal grant of Vaidyadeva shows that Bhima was also 

called~ leader (nayaka): 37 The three rulers of the dynasty 

ruled Varendr! in succession. The peace and prosperity of the 

rule of Bhima in Varendri has been highly praised in the work 

' Ramacharita which was written by a Pala partisan. It has 

<~ been informed that the whole world enjoyed peace and 'prosperity 

. 1 t 138 
~n p en y. R. c. Majumdar held that Bhima imposed cruel 

taxation upon people} 39 However the explanation of the text 

seems to be wrong. Bhima was a devotee of £iva and Farvati. 

Divya ensured the security of varendri and due to this Rarnapala' 

attem t to recover V 140 
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even to invade Ramapala • s territory. It prcNes that Divya 

141 was an able and powerful ruler. According to A.K.Maitreya, 

Jatavarman came into conflict with Divya of the Kaivarta 

dynasty and the power of the latter was put to shame by the 

forrner. 142 But it is impossible to come to a definite conclu-

sion from this source that the two independent Kingdoms va~ga 

and varendri were inimical to each oth~r. 

~ Ramapala had remorses for the loss of varendri and Tjl 
.~ 

he was so ~happy that he could not be hapr.~·y becoming the 

143 - -lord of the earth. Ramapala then attempted to win over a 

number of chiefs and then ventured to make them ready to 

fight for him against the Kaivartas and this finally became 

144 - ~ successful. Ramapala won over the circle of feudatories 

by making presents of land and enormous wealth. It is evident 

from the list of feudatories that most of them flowershed in 

south-west Bengal and the adjoining regions of Bihar and some 

of them rebelled against Mahipala II. The greatest helpers of 

Rarnapala in his war with Bhima, the Kaivarta lord, were his 

,..·;..r ~ ·maternal uncle Rashi;.rakuta Mahana and the latter • s son 

Maharnandalika Kanhura and suvarna and brother's son Mahapra-• . . 
tihara £ivaraja who were all his relatives on the mother's side 

·This £ivaraja.led some forces across the Ganges and devastated 
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145 Varendri apparently meaning certain frontier areas of 

Bhima•s Kingdom. A terrible fight ensued between Ramapala's 

army that crossed the river from the southern bank and 

reached the Northern bank in a fleet of boat·, and Bhima, the 

Kaivarta leader. 146 The consequence of the fight was the 

imprisonment of Bhima owing to bad luck when he was fighting 

147 from his elephant's back. The Kaivarta forces fled and 

h ' . d t t d . th . d t. 148 t e capturea K~ng an queen were rea e w~ cons~ era ~on. 

A Bengal writer narrated that Bhima committed suicide when 

all ho~es of his success ended in disd~in. R. D. Banerjee 

held that Hari was killed along with Bhima} 49 It has been 

stated in Kamauli grant of vaiddyadeva that Bhima had been 

killed by Ramapala. 
tJ' 
I 

The iUr-a dynasty of Dakshi~Radha • 
• 

As to the historical basis of a· dynasty with the 

title of iUr-a several facts may be cited and on the basis of 

- ~ which alone an account of the dynasty ma:i be prepared. ·The 

name of Rana£'Ura is found in the Tirumalai inscription of 
• 

Rajendra Chola as the ruler of Dakshina-Radha and it is stated . . 
in the inscription that the Chola ruler defeated Rana(lira.150 

- . 151 In the commentary of the Ramacharita there occ~s the name 

of one Lakshmi(or~ 
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of Rarnapala in his venture to defeat Bhimal the Kaivarta 

King. In an inscription of the time of Gop~la III, there was 

a man named Damasura. The inscr ir:;tion was found at l':anda in 
•• 

the -. h-h. d' . t 152 
RaJs a ~ ~str~c • The authenticity of a line of rulers 

bearing the names ending in {ura is further proved by the 

Barrackpur grant of Vijayasena which informs us that Vijaya-

I . . 153 
sena married Vilasadev! 1 a daughter of the SUra fam~ly. 

In the Naihati grant of Vall~lasena, it has been informed 

that the predecessors of Vijayasena were the ornaments of the 

Radha country. It has been inferred that a line of Kings 
• 

really existed in Western Bengal who were known as the £u.ras. 

Unfortunately we do not know anything about the exact relat-

ionship between Rana{Ur-a and r<.ahlpala of Tirwnalai grant • . 
But from the Tiruma¥i inscription he appears to have been 

I 

quite independent of the Pala Kings. 

.'•, '"!"'-
It appears from the above discussicn that there 

appeared one £Ura family 1 though nothing is known definitely 

of the extent of their territory and their political stat us. 

The evidence of tbe ·r 1r umi:ili:li plate and the R"a!nachar ita 

would indicate that they became powerful during the rule 

of the weak Pal a Kings I but were forced to accept ·the 

position of Samantas when there was a strong Pala King. 
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The history of the £u.ra family is hardly available from 

sources other than that of the Tirumalai plate (1023 A.D) 

and the foundation of the dynasty may, therefore, be 

assigned to the beginning of the 11th Century A.D. 

Traditional and historical evidences associate them in the 

Radha region of Bengal. It may not be improbable that shortly 
• 

after in invasion of A~ga ano Radha by the Chandella King . 
Dhangadeva, the state of affair in the latter territory 

became favourable for the foundation of a new dynasty under 

the £tiras which continued to rule till they were swept away 

154 
by the senas. 

There is a strong public say of the existence of a 

King named Adi£'Ura 7who brought Brahmanas from some parts of 
• 

India. The traces of the t'Ura dynasty may be found in a large 

number of traditions recorded by the writers of genealogical 

treatises in Bengal which are po_r:,ular ly kn::>wn as Kulaj i 

granthas. Among the v.rriters who compiled those volwnes 

mention may be made of har imi(ra, .C::durni£~a ana .Dhruvananad • 
• 

Dhruvananda is known to be the highest authority on the 

subject of the Radhiya Brahmonas. 155 Most of the Kulaji 
• • 

granthas were the works of much later times and most of them 

were supposed to be compiled during the 1~th or 16th Centuries. 
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Only one or two works are thought to be of much earlier 

time, but their manuscripts are not available to us. There 

are certain limitation of the Kulaj i grant:r1as. First and 

foremost among them is that there are no authentic Kulaj i 

texts which can be dated earlier than the latter half of 

the 15th Century A.D. Most of the literature is in manuscript 

and that is why the copies of v:hich, are difficult to obtain. 

secondly, the Kulaj i texts have been tampered with in various 

ways and there are good grounds to doubt the the genuineness 

of the many current texts which are attributed to ancient 

156 authors. 

'I'he sources they produce regarding Adi('Ura who is 

said to be the fo~der of the £u.ra dynasty are conflicting 

in many respects and the most crucial question is the date 

of the King Adi£'Ura. According t~ a text, Adi('Ura'came into 

the political scene of Bengal before the rise of the Palas. 

Regarding the date of Adi(lira, Varendra Kulapanj ika is of 

the opinion that 'Vedakalambashtaka-Vimiteraj-Adi£tira sa cha' . 
·.which is. interpreted as equivalent to 732 A.D. 157 According 

to another tradition, Adi£tira defeated the Buddhist Pala King 

and began to rule Gauda after that. In surport of the above 
• 

view, the scholars quote the following 'Tatr-Adi(lirah-~lira

varrla-siffiho-Vij it ya Bandhanr ipa-Palavafltsarr, &a£asa Gaud am I 158 
. . 
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It is evident from the above source that the founder of the 

dynasty may be placed in the 11th Century A.D. It is based 

on the enllirleration of 'Vedavanahka Saketi-Gaude-Viprah-Sarnagatah 
• 

= 1032 h.D. H.~.sastri interpretes it as e~uivalent to 732 A.D~ 59 

Regarding the family histor:y of Adi§Ur-a different 

views have been put forward by different texts. It is known 

1- 160 
from a tradition that the Suras carne from Darada country. 

In some other sources he has been identified as the grand 

father in mother's side of vallalasena and in others as the 

'remote ancestors of vallalesena•. It is said that he was the 

ruler of Bengal and Orissa, while others refer him as the 

ruler of Anga, Kali~ga, Karnata, Kerala, Kamarupa, Saurastra, . . . 
Magadha, Malava and Gur j ara. According to ,,;orne, everything 

1' 

were peaceful as he married the daughter o:: the Kanauj King 

while others say that he had to fight with the King of Kanauj. 

Regarding the Capital of his Kingdom there are contradictory 

opinions. According to some texts, the Capital of Adi·~'Ura was 

in Gauda while some others are of the opinion that the Capital 

was at Vikramapura. Regarding the purpose o£ his bringing five 

Brahmanas different viev:s have been put for~,o;ard. It has been 
• 

usually held that he brought Brahmanas as well versed in the 

Vedas and Vedic sacrifices for the performance of religions 

practices. According to one tradition, the King of Ka£1 

. - /- . 
insulted Adisura for not having Brahmanas versed in Vedic 
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lores in his dominion. King Adi£tira defeated him in a battle 

- 161 and brought five Brahmanas. 

The eXtant Kulaji texts preserve tradition that 

Adi£\.ira. and other ~'Ura princes were forced to take shelter in 

- h d 'h -1 . 162 
Radha after the establishment o£ t e Bu a ist pa a emplre • 

• 

The mention of the names of Dharmapala and Rana('Ura in south-
• 

Western Bengal in the Tirumalai inscription prove that the 

south-Western Bengal was not under the control of .t-·lah'ipala. 

N. N. vasu has expressed contradictory opinions about the 

identity and the date of the King Adi£\.ira. The mainstay of 

his book is to place the bringing of Brahmanas in Bengal and 

the establishment of the rule of Adi£\.ira in 654 or 668 £aka 

era. In order to establish the theory he took into account 
If 
I 

different Kulaji granthas and there appeared gross incongruity 

in his agcount. In on~ occassion he identified Adi£\.ira with 

Bhojadeva. But Adi{tira who assumed imperial dignity on 644 

£aka era cannot be identified with Bhoj adeva. As the Gur j ara 

Pratihara King Bhojadeva came into prominence in the second 

half of the 9th Century A.D, he can in no way be identified 

with Adi{lira flourished much. earlier. 163 It has been inferred 

that Adi{lira of Kula£astras may identified with Magadhadhiraja 

Adisinha of Dudhpari rock inscription of the 8th ce~tury A.o. 164 
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In another occasion Adi£tira has been identified with 

ya(ovarman of Kanauj. The view cannot be historically accepted 

that Ya{ovarman was defeated by the King of Gauda. ·Practically 

speaking it was only possible to defeat the King of Kanauj 

Ya£ovarman by no other Gauda King than £a£atka. Dharmapala & 

Devapala. Cn the basis of different Kulaji granthas. Adi£tira 

cannot be placed in the first half of the 8th Century A.D. & 

during·the tenure of the reign of Ya£ovarman, the King of 

. 165 KanauJ. 

There are difference of o~inion regarding the place 

wheref~om he brought five Brahmanas. According Harimi£ra 

he brought Brahmanas from the Kolaricha country. 166 This 
• 

Kolancha country has been usually identified with Kanauj. 

" ! 

But nowhe~e in the ancient. literature or. i~ epigraphical 

~/ / 
sources «alancha has been identified with Kanauj. Sivaram 

Apte in sanskrit dictionary has identified Kolanc!Ja with 

the name of the country of the KalH1gas .t-'ianior vJilliams in 

in his large volume of English-Sanskrit. dictionary has 

expressed the fact about the identificatiou that Kolan"cha 

was•small of Kaling, the Coromondal coast from Cuttack to 

Madras ; but according to some, this place is in Gangetic 

Hindusthan with Kanauj for the Capital•. 167 N. N. vasu has 

categorically expressed that Kolancha cannot be equivalent 

-I 
i 

I 
\ 

I 
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to Kanauj and so how can the view that Adi§~a brought 

Brahmanas from Kanauj be accepted ? But most of the Kulaji 
• 

granthas are of the opinion that he brought Brahmanas from 

·Kanauj. so it· has become very difficult to ascertain the time 

of Adi£i:ira on the basis of conflicting opinions.
168 

The genealogy of the £i:iras as furnished by the authors 

of the Kulaji granthas comprises the following names in order 

of succession. Adi(i:ira, Bhu£i:ira, Kshiti£i:ira, Avanti£i:ira, 

Dharar:I£i:ira, Dhara£i:ira, Anusura, 169 Adi(Ur-a• s grandfather 

/_ - /_ 170 
Kavi§ura and his father .l':adhava§ura, • In some of the w-orks 

two more names are inserted between Dh~a(lira and Anu£i:ira, 

Viz. Pradyrr~a(i:ira and Varendra£i:ira. A careful observation of 

the names will make it clear that the same name except the 

<! 

first and the last appears to have been refeated in various 

forms. In the Ain-i-Akbari there are the me:1tion of ten Kings 

headed by one Aditya(Ur-a, but the rest of t:.e names do not end 

with the £u.ra title. 'l'he opinions of the Kulaj i and the 

Ain-i-Akbari are contradictory. 'I'he viev-.r is not supported by 

epigraphic sources and both is tradition. On the other hand 

the view put fon·1ard by different traditions regar·cting the 

purpose of bringing Bra~~anas to Bengal that there was dearth 
• 

of Brahmanas well versed in Vedic lore and for this the 
• 

orthodox Hindu customs had fallen into disuse, cannot be 
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accepted as many passages from the epigraphical records of 

Bengal in the medieval Bengal may be cited to show the exi~-

tence of orthodox Brihmanas in the period fro~ 7th to 11th 
• 

1- 171 
Century A. D •• the tentative tirr.e of the Suras. The view 

of the different Kulaji granthas has been refuted by Narottarr. 

Kundu in view of the fact that it has not been sup~orted by 

any corroborative evidence. He has shown clearly that the 

story of Adi/ura in the tradition is a myth and cannot be 

17 2 
given historical value. Besides Kulap~jikas, there is no 

genuine evidence in favour of the existence of an an~ient 

ruler named Adi{Ur-a in Bengal. The only Ad.t£'Ura known to the 

history of Eastern India is mentioned in the Ny~yakanika of 
• 

the Maithil scholar Vachaspati ~i£ra as a contemporary of the 

author. 'I'he historical Adi£'Ura of Eastern India thus seems to 
~ 

have ruled over parts of .t--~ithifa and contiguous portion of 

North Bengal as a feudatory of the P~las about the middle of 

the 9th Century h.D. 1726 

But the Adi£lira episode of bringing Brahmanas from 

the Kolancha country has been doubted by D. c. Sir car on the 

ground that the Sena King Balla{a is credited in the Kulapdnji 

works with the institution of Kulinism and there was no popu

larity of the use of £aka era before the advent of the senas. 

The possibility of the importaticn of the legend about the 
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bringing of the U.l?.Brahmanas, from south India into Bengal, 
• 

cannot be altogether impossible. According to the Kargudari 

inscription of the Hangal Kadambas, the mythical May\lrvarrnan 

came to the south from the Himalayan region and brought 18 

Brahrnanas from Ahichhatra whom they settled in the Kuntala 
~ 

172b country. In the later Pallava inscriptions there are 

simi~ar tradition of bringing Brahmanas from Ahichhatra. In 
• 

In the inscription of the Chola King Kulottunga III, there is 

the mention of the mythical King Ar indama v;ho irr.ported Brahmanas 
. 

'7 172c 
from Antarvedl. 

so the theory cannot be brushed aside that the tradition 

might have been brought in Bengal from south India by the 

senas who hailed from Karnata region and must have patronised . . 
the south Indians. 'I·he l?alas had matrimonial relations with 

south India. so the ~di~Ura episode may be a figment of 

imagination, though it is difficult to determine the contri-

bution of south India in the fabrication of Kulapanji works. 172d 

The genealogy of the varrnanas and the senas as given in the 

Kulaji granthas has proved to be false and unreliacle. It is 

not, therefore, safe to construct the dynastic history of the 

siras and not even their genealogy relying on their account. 173 
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